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58 things you probably forgot happened in 2020
mashable.com/article/what-happened-2020

2020 is almost over, according to your calendars.

Image: vicky leta / mashable

By Jess JohoDec 21, 2020

Congratulations! You've survived 2020! Does the idea of this godforsaken year's end bring

you little comfort because you know the horrors it wrought will outlast December? Yeah...us

too.

Emotionally speaking, 2020 lasted approximately 12 months and 487 years. 

Quarantine time distortion is a real thing. That's why we're willing to bet you will not believe

many of the events we've compiled on this list actually took place in the year of our lord

2020. Time is a human construct that's lost all meaning forever, whether due to isolation or

just the unending onslaught of world-ending news. 

In all likelihood, you'll experience the memory of events from earlier in the year like they're

from a bygone era, a time when humanity was more innocent and naive and less, you know,

on the brink of total societal collapse and whatnot. Or maybe you were just bombarded by so

many unfathomable news stories — or, let's be honest, too busy spiraling to pay attention —

that you missed some or deleted others from memory to make room for...everything else that

happened. 

https://mashable.com/article/what-happened-2020/
https://mashable.com/author/jess-joho/
https://mashable.com/article/time-distortion-coronavirus-pandemic-quarantine/
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As strange and unbelievable as some of these seem, they all did indeed occur in our current

timeline. So get ready to dive headfirst into the wormhole, friends! Let's defy the laws of

physics and logic together as we walk down a memory lane located in the bowels of hell :)

Your body might want to physically reject the fact that some of the following took place in the

span of just 12 months. But as your soul fights to leave your body, just try not to think of

what's to come in 2021...

1. Megxit happened

I can't care about Harry and Meghan leaving the royal family because I am only in day 33 of my
100 day mourning period following Snooki's exit from the Jersey Shore family.

— ᴍᴀᴛᴛ ᴊᴀᴍᴇs 973 (@_Matt_James_) January 8, 2020

A year or so ago, we actually cared that Meghan Markle and Prince Harry were moving out of

a British castle and into a McMansion somewhere else. Who even were we?

2.  Actual Brexit happened too

The European Council lowers the Union Jack, signalling that Britain is no longer a member
state
 
Meanwhile the EU flag has also been removed from the U.K.’s permanent representation in
Brussels https://t.co/5BaAV6a1O9 #BrexitDay (via @QuickTake)pic.twitter.com/RqOdQnEvyl

— Bloomberg Brexit (@Brexit) January 31, 2020

As Americans trying to deal with our own dumpster fire of a country, it can be hard to keep

track of the clusterfucks happening across the pond. But as recently as a year ago the UK

thought it was a good idea to officially break up with the European Union. Then the

pandemic hit. We're #allinthistogether though right, Boris? 

3. Parasite won the Oscar for Best Film

Bong Joon-ho, thats it, thats the tweet pic.twitter.com/Ttvidp8xn2

— Netonto (@neto_cvz) February 10, 2020

Remember the collective joy we all felt when, against all odds, Parasite took its rightful place

as crowned King of Hollywood? Joy might sound like an alien concept to us now. But it was

possible once. (For those who've forgotten: joi, noun, the emotion of great delight or

happiness caused by something exceptionally good or satisfying, according to

Dictionary.com).

https://mashable.com/article/harry-meghan-duke-duchess-sussex-step-down/
https://twitter.com/_Matt_James_/status/1215002591236481024?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/5BaAV6a1O9
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BrexitDay?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/QuickTake?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/RqOdQnEvyl
https://twitter.com/Brexit/status/1223337830342103042?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/Ttvidp8xn2
https://twitter.com/neto_cvz/status/1226743026258731008?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/joy
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Also, try to wrap your brain around the idea of all these celebrities sitting in an enclosed

theater together while COVID-19 was already spreading across America. Protect Bong Joon-

ho at all costs!

4. There were locust swarms in Africa

“This is huge.” Worst locust swarm in decades destroy crops in east Africa
https://t.co/195h4tiMV4 pic.twitter.com/RfnKvduSUf

— TIME (@TIME) January 28, 2020

Ok, I know we all want to make biblical apocalypse jokes, but this is a serious, on-going

problem. 

5. Harvey Weinstein was sentenced to prison for sex crimes

20 years ago, Harvey told me when a woman says the sex wasn’t consensual, “Sometimes you
have to write a check.“ Turns out sometimes you have to go to prison.

— Kim Masters (@kimmasters) February 24, 2020

It's hard to recall any justice being served in 2020. But folks, it indeed did occur in at least

one case. 

6. Michael Bloomberg ran for president

Look out #TeamPete because us Bloomberg Heads have our own dance! Taken at the Mike
Bloomberg rally in Beverly Hills. #Bloomberg2020 #MovesLikeBloomberg
pic.twitter.com/UCNo0fRZcE

— Nick Ciarelli (@nickciarelli) December 13, 2019

Honestly, file the entire Democratic primary under Things From Another Dimension.

Bloomberg's campaign might go down in history as a mere blip on the radar, but at least the

Moves Like Bloomberg video will be forever.

7. All the prophetic Netflix reality shows that aired

Jessica let her dog drink wine OUT OF HER GLASS on Love Is Blind and I may truly never,
ever recover pic.twitter.com/LMRCawhPst

— Netflix (@netflix) February 21, 2020

https://t.co/195h4tiMV4
https://t.co/RfnKvduSUf
https://twitter.com/TIME/status/1222060055736016898?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://mashable.com/article/locust-swarm-africa-explained/
https://mashable.com/article/harvey-weinstein-sentencing-rape-criminal-sexual-act-prison/
https://twitter.com/kimmasters/status/1231984524906483713?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/TeamPete?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Bloomberg2020?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/MovesLikeBloomberg?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/UCNo0fRZcE
https://twitter.com/nickciarelli/status/1205354210465742848?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://mashable.com/article/netflix-reality-the-circle-love-is-blind/
https://t.co/LMRCawhPst
https://twitter.com/netflix/status/1230941839844241408?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Love is Blind was social distance dating before it was cool, The Circle revealed how sanity

deteriorates when social media is your connection to the outside world, and Too Hot to

Handle understood the pain of needing to abstain from sex for the greater good. I don't know

where Netflix keeps its crystal ball, but can they let us know if we make it to the season finale

of 2020?

8. Vanessa Hudgens couldn't understand why people dying from
COVID was bad

vanessa hudgens got that vid of her being ignorant abt corona deleted.... we got u on tape
ma’am ! pic.twitter.com/nKScrn90xQ

— ʚɞ (@honqjoongs) March 17, 2020

But she did apologize after. And to be fair, she was far from the only one who struggled to

wrap her mind around the pandemic in those early days.

9. Australia faced devastating fires, then California joined them later

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/p1NDqPFYQbc

Australia was engulfed in unprecedented bushfires from September 2019 through March

2020. They caused untold damage and losses, though thankfully some rescued animals were

released back into the wild. Then over the summer it was California's turn, with the largest

wildfire season in the state's recorded history (according to official reports).

https://mashable.com/article/love-is-blind-review/
https://mashable.com/article/netflix-the-circle-review/
https://me.mashable.com/culture/9473/vanessa-hudgens-is-getting-destroyed-on-twitter-for-her-ignorant-comments-about-covid-19
https://t.co/nKScrn90xQ
https://twitter.com/honqjoongs/status/1240029958564700161?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-51941986
https://youtu.be/p1NDqPFYQbc
https://mashable.com/article/australia-fires-climate-change/
https://mashable.com/article/koalas-released-wild-australia-bushfires/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/05/us/california-mammoth-pool-reservoir-camp-fire/index.html
https://gacc.nifc.gov/sacc/predictive/intelligence/NationalLargeIncidentYTDReport.pdf
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On the bright side, Australia was also a model for combatting the coronavirus, and now has

one of the lowest infection rates in the world. On the less bright side, California continues to

be one of the epicenters of the virus in America.

10. We started the year by making "lol WW3" memes, then...

Australia is still burning
 And now world war 3 is trending

 2020 is telling everyone to hold its beer

— BossLogic (@Bosslogic) January 3, 2020

After President Donald Trump ordered a U.S. drone strike on Iranian General Qasem

Soleimani in January, we all decided to laugh through the pain of the potential for nuclear

annihilation. We were sweet summer children, who did not know of the actual global threat

that was to come.

11. Our impeached president was acquitted

We all knew it was coming. But the impeachment trial is nothing but a distant, faint memory

now.

12. We were risking it all to watch Cats, Dolittle, and Sonic the
Hedgehog in theaters

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/australia-coronavirus-cases-melbourne-lockdown/2020/11/05/96c198b2-1cb7-11eb-ad53-4c1fda49907d_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/12/16/california-coronavirus-hospitalizations/
https://twitter.com/Bosslogic/status/1212973379004710912?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-50979463
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/05/trump-acquitted-in-impeachment-trial.html
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thinking about how maybe the only movie i'll see in theaters this year is cats

— morgan sung (@morgan_sung) May 6, 2020

Cats actually released in December 2019, but that doesn't mean unmasked masses weren't

packed together into theaters watching it and other cinematic classics like Robert Downey

Jr.'s Dolittle at the beginning of the year. Whatever your film of choice was, I hope you can

live with the knowledge that it was probably the last movie you watched in theaters in 2020

— at least without being a public health risk, that is.

13. We thought stockpiling on toilet paper would save us from the
virus

To the idiots who cleaned out the toilet paper aisle at the North Seattle Fred Meyer, some
factual information about coronavirus;

  
1. It does not give you diarrhea. pic.twitter.com/MLXdN5iWGu

— Larry Waldbillig (@LarryWaldbillig) March 3, 2020

Seriously, what did people think coronavirus did to your ass back in March to warrant this

particular panic buying?

14. Then Tenet was in theaters for, like, 47 months of the pandemic

Christopher Nolan when he released Tenet pic.twitter.com/zGlsWpZmSJ

— Geeky Gator Њ΄  | ᑐ իᑎ ծ in theaters October 2021 (@The_GeekyGator) December 14, 2020

And still no one saw it. But hey, now that it's streaming and not a public health risk, people

seem to love it!

15. J-Lo and Shakira did a concert—I mean Super Bowl LIV
happened

https://twitter.com/morgan_sung/status/1258124403889410049?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/MLXdN5iWGu
https://twitter.com/LarryWaldbillig/status/1234708071835820032?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/coronavirus-toilet-paper-shortage-panic/2020/04/07/1fd30e92-75b5-11ea-87da-77a8136c1a6d_story.html
https://t.co/zGlsWpZmSJ
https://twitter.com/The_GeekyGator/status/1338318324485255172?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.theatlantic.com/culture/archive/2020/09/hollywoods-tenet-experiment-didnt-work/616345/
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/pILCn6VO_RU

I couldn't tell you who competed over the football during The Big Game this year. But J-Lo

and Shakira put on a halftime show performance for the ages. Unfortunately, this sporting

event also birthed Baby Nut, and the Earth has been cursed ever since.

16. Jared Leto and Big Brother contestants found out about the
pandemic weeks after everyone else did

Wow. 12 days ago I began a silent meditation in the desert. We were totally isolated. No phone,
no communication etc. We had no idea what was happening outside the facility.

— JARED LETO (@JaredLeto) March 17, 2020

Ah, to be a celebrity on a silent retreat as the whole world collapsed into apocalypse <3

17. Trump praised the coronavirus opinions of a doctor who believes
there are demons in sperm

Demon Sperm Doctors Group That Met With Pence Is Now Pushing COVID Vaccine
Fearshttps://t.co/qdD6au1kyP

— Adam Rawnsley (@arawnsley) December 15, 2020

While far from his most memorable catastrophic take on COVID-19 (shout out to bleach),

this one might've fallen through the cracks (if you were lucky).

https://youtu.be/pILCn6VO_RU
https://mashable.com/article/eat-baby-nut-planters-baby-yoda/
https://in.mashable.com/entertainment/12292/jared-leto-and-big-brother-contestants-are-just-learning-about-the-coronavirus-pandemic
https://twitter.com/JaredLeto/status/1239785964169342976?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.thedailybeast.com/stella-immanuel-trumps-new-covid-doctor-believes-in-alien-dna-demon-sperm-and-hydroxychloroquine
https://t.co/qdD6au1kyP
https://twitter.com/arawnsley/status/1338963912654540803?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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18. We debated the status of New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo's nipples

Does Andrew Cuomo have nipple piercings? @Olivianuzzi searched for answers
https://t.co/wjkG0EAMZj

— Intelligencer (@intelligencer) April 2, 2020

I know we all want to forget the Horny for Cuomo Movement, but it's a dark chapter of 2020

we must reckon and live with so we do not repeat our historic mistakes again. Does Gov.

Cumo have pierced nipples? I do not know and may Satan erase all traces of that question

from my mind.

19. Kanye West not only ran for president, but was endorsed by
Chance the Rapper and Elon Musk

And yall out here tryna convince me to vote for Biden. Smfh https://t.co/JgbGBmPQk5

— Chance The Rapper (@chancetherapper) July 13, 2020

Ye might've not made the deadlines to appear on most ballots, but don't worry. He'll be trying

again in 2024. And after Trump, we should probably take that seriously instead of just

laughing. God help us.

20. He also gifted Kim Kardashian a hologram of her deceased father

For my birthday, Kanye got me the most thoughtful gift of a lifetime. A special surprise from
heaven. A hologram of my dad. ܨč It is so lifelike! We watched it over and over, filled with
emotion. pic.twitter.com/jD6pHo17KC

— Kim Kardashian West (@KimKardashian) October 29, 2020

It's been a year full of dystopian nightmares. But a man forcing the dead-eyed hologram of

his wife's late father to say that she married, "the most, most, most, most, most genius man

in the whole world," might take the cake.

21. We lost more titanic legends than we could keep track of

pic.twitter.com/aZ2JzDf5ai

— Chadwick Boseman (@chadwickboseman) August 29, 2020

Grief can warp time as much as lockdown. That's the case for many still mourning the loss of

NBA legend Kobe Bryant, blues icon Little Richard, civil rights revolutionaries John Lewis

and Ruth Bader Ginsburg, iconic Black Panther actor Chadwick Boseman, and beloved

https://twitter.com/Olivianuzzi?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/wjkG0EAMZj
https://twitter.com/intelligencer/status/1245848765170253825?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://nowthisnews.com/news/people-are-thirsting-after-gov-andrew-cuomo-right-now
https://mashable.com/article/chance-the-rapper-kanye-west-2020/
https://mashable.com/article/elon-musk-kanye-west-change-of-heart/
https://t.co/JgbGBmPQk5
https://twitter.com/chancetherapper/status/1282666845355614209?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://mashable.com/article/kim-kardashian-dad-hologram-kanye-present/
https://t.co/jD6pHo17KC
https://twitter.com/KimKardashian/status/1321955644736303104?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/aZ2JzDf5ai
https://twitter.com/chadwickboseman/status/1299530165463199747?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Jeopardy host Alex Trebek.

22. Nobody remembered 420, and it wasn't because we were too high

Unable to puff puff pass, 420 was a sad state of affairs this year as stoners everywhere

grappled with unknown risk factors of smoking during the pandemic. I mean, we didn't even

notice that the whole month of April was technically 420. But now that the pandemic has

messed with all our sense of reality, time, and memory even when sober, we can stop blaming

it all on pot.

23. Murder hornets failed to do what was promised and didn't put us
out of our misery

“ITS BACK” is trending and I got very nervous and thought maybe Murder hornets or Tiger
King came back. 
 
But no it’s just the retweet button. 
2020 has been a weird year. pic.twitter.com/FrWxkozqiG

— Spike Cohen (@RealSpikeCohen) December 17, 2020

I don't quite understand who is to blame for this fiasco (though smarter people do), but this

prank from the scientific community was NOT cool.

24. A Bolivian orchestra was trapped in a castle by wolves 

Today, we are ALL a Bolivian orchestra stranded in a haunted German castle surrounded by
wolves. https://t.co/CxrOTdXPOH

— Patton Oswalt (@pattonoswalt) May 25, 2020

Honestly, same.

25. Chris Evans doxxed his own dick

Now that I have your attention
Ħϻ ق ķϻ ق ....
 
VOTE Nov 3rd!!!

— Chris Evans (@ChrisEvans) September 15, 2020

https://mashable.com/article/murder-hornets/
https://t.co/FrWxkozqiG
https://twitter.com/RealSpikeCohen/status/1339403851452059649?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://mashable.com/article/murder-hornet-hype/
https://variety.com/2020/music/news/orchestra-stranded-german-castle-haunted-wolves-coronavirus-bolivia-pandemic-1234615376/
https://t.co/CxrOTdXPOH
https://twitter.com/pattonoswalt/status/1264942688039649281?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/ChrisEvans/status/1305681183129436161?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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By accidentally leaking his own nude, Chris Evans gave us one of the only relatable celebrity

moments of 2020. A king among men, he even used it as an opportunity to remind people to

vote. (But, please, respect his privacy and don't go looking for it now.) 

26. The internet stanned Kim Yo-jong, Kim Jong-un's sister

"Hi, My name is Kim Yo Jong and I'm late for my first day as a dictator" 
  

*𝘼𝙉𝙄𝙈𝙀 𝙊𝙋𝙀𝙉𝙄𝙉𝙂 𝙋𝙇𝘼𝙔𝙎*
  

===
 Patreon:https://t.co/ZQ3xB8khR9

  
Commission:https://t.co/WxBF3McxPz

  
#KimYoJong #KimJongUn #Fanart pic.twitter.com/326EqP2yJa

— Arden ȯ commissions closed (@ardenlolo) April 26, 2020

Yet again, the collective internet must atone for the sins it committed in 2020. So next time

there's speculation that Kim Jong-un has died, let's not fan cam the next presumptive North

Korean dictator, OK?

27. People honest-to-god believed in a baseless conspiracy theory
about Wayfair sex trafficking children through cabinets

I’ve seen no fewer than 6 Phoenix-area Instagram influencers post about the Wayfair conspiracy
theory so far. The posts range from “is this true?!” to “I’ve done my research and concluded this
is real.” pic.twitter.com/S9poieepar

— KiMi Robinson (@kimirobin) July 11, 2020

There were countless other, far more dangerous conspiracy theories that dominated 2020

(you know, like the alleged mass-orchestrated "plandemic” tied to 5G). But this is the one

your brain might've deleted from its hard drive out of sheer self-preservation.

28. The multi-billion dollar Mulan live-action remake premiered on
Disney+

https://mashable.com/article/chris-evans-nude-twitter-jokes/
https://mashable.com/article/kim-jong-un-yo-jong-fancam-horny-stan-simp/
https://t.co/ZQ3xB8khR9
https://t.co/WxBF3McxPz
https://twitter.com/hashtag/KimYoJong?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/KimJongUn?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Fanart?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/326EqP2yJa
https://twitter.com/ardenlolo/status/1254394027698356224?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://mashable.com/article/wayfair-child-conspiracy-theory-explained/
https://t.co/S9poieepar
https://twitter.com/kimirobin/status/1282080935916081153?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/5g-coronavirus-conspiracy-theory
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Image: disney

Disney really thought we'd all pay an extra $30 to stream it, on top of a Disney+ subscription

— cause you know we've all just been so flush with cash to waste this year.

29. Ghislaine Maxwell was arrested

President Trump said he wishes Ghislaine Maxwell well and added he has met her ‘numerous
times over the years' https://t.co/3Ks58PNZLN pic.twitter.com/XujgH7QOdZ

— Reuters (@Reuters) July 22, 2020

But don’t worry — she could still get pardoned by her bud President Trump, who said he

"wished her well" when asked about the woman charged with running a sex-trafficking ring.

30. Trump claimed he was banning TikTok like seven different times,
then just forgot about it

https://mashable.com/article/mulan-disney-plus-september/
https://t.co/3Ks58PNZLN
https://t.co/XujgH7QOdZ
https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1285774064829829124?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://calvinayre.com/2020/12/02/life/trump-pardon-odds-will-trump-pardon-family-associates-or-the-tiger-king/
https://www.vanityfair.com/style/2020/07/donald-trump-ghislaine-maxwell-embrace
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/07/21/trump-ghislaine-maxwell-376820
https://www.theverge.com/2020/11/10/21559677/tiktok-cfius-court-petition-ban-deadline?utm_campaign=theverge&utm_content=chorus&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter
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I guess Trump forgot to ban TikTok today.

— Mike Elgan (@MikeElgan) November 12, 2020

Imagine being so insecure you use your executive power to ban an app teens use to dunk on

you, but then are so incompetent you can't even bother getting it done. In a year of historic Ls

for Trump, this one's pretty up there.

31. Everything was cake, and we will never trust again

In my world you can never be sure what’s what! ؎
  

Find more on my Instagram & YouTube #cake #cakes #illusion #satisfying #baking
#thebakeking pic.twitter.com/SBbtbrjk9l

— The Bakeking (@The_Bakeking) January 29, 2020

please tell me my family isn’t cake

— pj evans (@pjayevans) July 12, 2020

It was a nightmare. We can now only hope these crimes against humanity remain a distant

memory. 

32. Twitter got hacked — and (possibly) so did Donald Trump

A man hacked into Donald Trump's Twitter account by guessing the password this past October
 
It was "maga2020!"

— UberFacts (@UberFacts) December 17, 2020

Whoever was behind the major Twitter hack from back in July seemed mostly interested in

absconding with as much Bitcoin as possible. But more recently, a cybersecurity researcher

claimed to have hacked into President Donald Trump's account by simply trying out

"maga2020!" and getting in. Both Twitter and the White House denied all claims he was

hacked. But then after, Dutch prosecutors found further evidence that he was indeed hacked.

And honestly, we wouldn't be surprised if he changed his password after to

"st0pthesteal2020!" instead.

33. Carole Baskin was a contestant on Dancing With The Stars

https://twitter.com/MikeElgan/status/1326968891000623105?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://mashable.com/article/these-are-all-cakes-video-meme/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/cake?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/cakes?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/illusion?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/satisfying?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/baking?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/thebakeking?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/SBbtbrjk9l
https://twitter.com/The_Bakeking/status/1222505255927275521?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/pjayevans/status/1282151548198559745?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://mashable.com/article/twitter-hack-locked-out-account-password-change-30-days/
https://twitter.com/UberFacts/status/1339667762528931840?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://mashable.com/article/twitter-hackers-read-direct-messages/
https://mashable.com/article/trump-twitter-hacked-password-maga2020/
https://www.theverge.com/2020/12/17/22180486/trump-twitter-hack-maga2020-dutch-prosecutors-victor-gevers
https://www.theringer.com/tv/2020/9/15/21437810/carole-baskin-dancing-with-the-stars-tiger-king-joe-exotic
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Carole Baskin looks like she’s trying to find the courage to kill her second husband.
pic.twitter.com/XydsSE8r3u

— Blake Hammond (@BigRadMachine) September 29, 2020

We won't blame you for trying to block out the fact that lockdown brainworms made us all

think Tiger King was good. But kudos if you had Carole Baskin dancing Samba on national

TV on your 2020 bingo card. 

34. A whole bunch of famous people got COVID that you totally
forgot about

My Covid Story. https://t.co/nZRp6eCnKv

— Lena Dunham (@lenadunham) July 31, 2020

We all remember when Nicest Guy in Hollywood Tom Hanks came down with the virus early

on. But you probably don't remember a lot of the other famous people who did too, like:

Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson, Prince Charles, Andy Cohen, Pink, Doja Cat, Lena Dunham,

Bryan Cranston, Antonio Banderas, Alyssa Milano, Kevin Hart, Brian Cox, Robert Pattinson,

Tiffany Haddish, Jim Parsons, Kanye West, Boris Johnson, Rand Paul, Chris Cuomo, and

Harvey Weinstein. 

35. Trump bragged about passing a basic cognitive test

person woman man camera TV
person woman man camera TV
person woman man camera TV
person woman man camera TV
person woman man camera TV
person woman man camera TV
person woman man camera TV
person woman man camera TV
person woman man camera TV
person wompic.twitter.com/uo11vIGTE1

— Jules Suzdaltsev (@jules_su) July 23, 2020

And the memes were so good. 

36. Space Force was a show that happened (we are told)
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It was a show? I thought it was an actual thing https://t.co/6tXMRNUyIg

— Kenneth Arabia (@TH0MASBAHAMA) November 14, 2020

Whatever world Netflix thought its super-hyped Steve Carell show was for, it was certainly

not the one it entered into after the pandemic hit. If you missed it, though, they renewed it

for a second season no one asked for while canceling a lot of other stuff people actually liked.

37. Sophie Turner announced her pregnancy

BREAKING: Sophie Turner is pregnant!! That’s right, Joe Jonas and Sophie Turner are going
to be parents! https://t.co/XNMs8SqR5A pic.twitter.com/0KV5tLizqv

— E! News (@enews) February 12, 2020

The Queen in the North is due to give us an heir in early 2021.

38. Quibi launched — then shut down only six months and $1.75
billion dollars later 

Hey remember when we were all literally locked in our homes with nothing to do and still
nobody downloaded Quibi?

— Alan Denton (@AlanTheWriter) April 15, 2020

Remember Quibi? No? Haha same.

39. Armed protesters mad about haircuts stormed Michigan's state
capitol

Directly above me, men with rifles yelling at us. Some of my colleagues who own bullet proof
vests are wearing them. I have never appreciated our Sergeants-at-Arms more than today.
#mileg pic.twitter.com/voOZpPYWOs

— Senator Dayna Polehanki (@SenPolehanki) April 30, 2020

If you ever hear someone reduce the Black Lives Matter protests of 2020 to "rioting" and

"looting," remind them that less than a month prior to those mostly peaceful demonstrations,

anti-lockdown protesters armed with automatic weapons stormed Michigan’s state capitol.

And unlike the Black Lives Matter protesters, none of these armed gunmen were shot at,

tear-gassed, imprisoned, or killed. 

40. Macaulay Culkin turned 40?!?!?!

https://t.co/6tXMRNUyIg
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Hey guys, wanna feel old?
 
I'm 40.
 
You're welcome.

— Macaulay Culkin (@IncredibleCulk) August 26, 2020

ررر

41. The NFL, known "ally" to Black protesters, painted “END
RACISM” on a field then called it a day

Racism is over https://t.co/VTDeeMtzHm

— philip lewis (@Phil_Lewis_) September 1, 2020

Racism, consider yourself solved э.

42. Trump teargassed peaceful protesters, journalists, priests, and
bystanders for a photo op with a bible

Worth it! You both look great!

Image: BRENDAN SMIALOWSKI/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES
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Yup, this one definitely warranted sending in the troops on your own civilians exercising

their constitutional rights.

43. Taco Bell canceled potatoes, the Quesarito, Loaded Grillers, and
7-layer burrito

Taco Bell getting rid of the quesarito I- pic.twitter.com/lJ2649pYLL

— Zoey (@itsmedoublez) July 14, 2020

We have declared them an enemy of the people for their crimes.

44. Ebola decided to come back at the worst possible fucking time

President Obama has a major meeting on the N.Y.C. Ebola outbreak, with people flying in from
all over the country, but decided to play golf!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) October 24, 2014

At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, people pointed to the media "fear-mongering"

around Ebola spreading In the U. S. as a reason why we shouldn't take this new virus

seriously. Like a monkey's paw wish, a new Ebola outbreak was detected in the Congo in July

— though it is thankfully now over (for now). Please, just no one give H1N1 any ideas in 2021.

45. Lori Loughlin went to prison 

Tune in to this new season of “FULLER HOUSE”! In a strange plot twist Aunt Becky finds
herself in JAIL this season! د pic.twitter.com/wDXhErWCe4

— Shawnasaurus Rex (@ShawnG927) August 24, 2020

News of the Operation Varsity Blues college-admission scandal broke last year, but it was a

gift that kept on giving in 2020. As Lori Loughlin served out her two-month prison sentence,

her influencer daughter Olivia Jade broke her silence in an interview drowning in privilege,

which was especially cringe in a year where we're finally trying to reckon with the racism of

our criminal justice system.

46. Ivanka Trump ruined Goya beans

Si es Trump, tiene que ser corrupto Ҹ https://t.co/Ti3oxFO6oY

— Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (@AOC) July 15, 2020
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The soon-to-be-former First Daughter took to social media to promote Goya Beans, whose

CEO is a big supporter of the Trump administration. As Mashable reporter Tim Marcin

noted, "The photo, using Goya's own tagline, almost certainly violated federal ethics

regulations."

47. She also told Americans who lost their jobs in the pandemic to
just, like, try something else!

Everyone remembers Marie Antoinette's wildly successful "#FindSomethingNew To Eat, Like
Cake" campaign so of course they launched this on #BastilleDay pic.twitter.com/tgum4cTzXD

— Fiddler (@cFidd) July 14, 2020

Her #TrySomethingNew ad campaign, in essence, put the blame for the 11.5 unemployment

rate (at the time) on folks who just weren't being creative enough rather than, you know, her

own father's total incompetence in addressing the pandemic. Now that she'll be out of a job

along with daddy in January, though, we suggest she too simply #TrySomethingNew <3

48. Also, also — Ivanka's childhood friend said she blamed a fart on
someone else

Ivanka Trump 'blamed a fart on her classmates when she was a bratty teenager'
https://t.co/dFKXyGAfmF

— Daily Mail US (@DailyMail) November 18, 2020

That tracks.

49. The entire supervillain arc of Space Karen (aka Elon Musk) during
the pandemic

Based on current trends, probably close to zero new cases in US too by end of April

— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) March 19, 2020

Elon Musk pulled more shit in 2020 than anyone can be bothered to remember. So let's run

through a recap of some of Musk's greatest 2020 hits: naming his and Grimes' daughter after

a plane or something, getting red pilled, predicting COVID-19 panic was overblown and cases

would be down to zero by April, raging against stay-at-home orders to put his employees'

health at risk, vowing to sell all his possessions, continuing to cast unfounded doubt on

COVID testing, getting COVID despite calling it bogus, being mad at people for having

pronouns in their bios, and blew up his rocket launch.
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Hope things get better for you next year, bud! (Don't worry, he's actually even richer now

than before the pandemic, so he'll be just fine despite fucking over so many people). 

50. Steve Bannon was indicted for stealing Build the Wall donations ݤ  

OK just to recap here: 
  

Some of the people who solicited donations for this privately-funded border wall have been
indicted. (That includes Steve Bannon)

  
The wall itself is going to fail, a new engineering report says. https://t.co/zoX2xQsbRX

— ProPublica (@propublica) December 13, 2020

I mean, just *chef's kiss*. We needed this one.

51. Chris d’Elia was accused of sexual harassment and Shia LaBeouf
was accused of sexual battery and abuse by FKA Twigs

i'm sorry @Sia this reinforces why i had to publicly share my experience. we need to support
each other <3 https://t.co/0s5BJ9c7t3

— FKA twigs (@FKAtwigs) December 13, 2020

It was easy for big, important news to get lost in the shuffle of other big, important news. But

for the sake of all survivors of sexual assault, harassment, and domestic violence, we can't let

these voices go forgotten.

52. Tiffany Trump gave the single most awkward pride speech in
history

absolutely nothing will prepare you for the tone shift in this video. i think my neck just broke
pic.twitter.com/UQ9eoLigkx

— David Mack (@davidmackau) October 20, 2020

You know the Trump campaign was seeing the writing on the wall when it got desperate

enough to start sending Tiffany Trump out to win over queer voters.

53. Michael B. Jordon won People's Sexiest Man Alive 
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I AM THE SEXIEST MAN ALIVE! MICHAEL B. JORDON ONLY WON BECAUSE OF
FRAUD!! https://t.co/HUlOzPqUuB

— Dr. Matthew Wion (@Wionsclasses) November 18, 2020

While certainly deserving of the title (especially considering recent past winners), forgive us

for being too busy paying attention to who won a different election from around the same

time.

54. Vin Diesel debuted a song to an audience of monolith-size slabs
of iPad people

This whole video pretty much embodies the chaos energy of 2020.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/1deMR8Qg67Y

55. Rudy Giuliani was caught in a compromising position with
Borat's fictional underage daughter

pic.twitter.com/3laQul1ebN

— liquidating 401k to buy rare magic cards (@broom_error) October 21, 2020

There were so many moments in Rudy Giuliani's unbelievable streak of 2020 debasements:

announcing Trump's coup at a landscaping company's parking lot next to a dildo store,

melting at a different press conference, farting through testimonials for said coup. But, in

case you forgot, he also got Borated.

56. Barack Obama published a 768-page memoir

are you a long legged socialist or the ethereal bisexual who wore mostly black
https://t.co/gswBQTJyMa

— hot girl morg (@morgan_sung) November 19, 2020

I guess that answers the question of where the hell he's been over the past four years.

57. The Pentagon released UFO videos and no one cared
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When the Pentagon just casually released UFO videos during an national emergency.
#aliensarereal pic.twitter.com/gsyazmKICG

— Thiago Pickles (@Ajax_1223) April 28, 2020

OK, to be fair, the Pentagon didn't actually call it a UFO, opting instead for the verbiage of

"unidentified aerial phenomena." And UFO doesn't mean aliens. And the footage wasn't new,

having leaked years prior. But the fact that the U.S. Government officially recognized a UFO

is pretty! fucking! huge! news! It happened on the same day our president advised citizens

drink bleach to cure coronavirus, though, so we don't blame you if you don't remember it.

58. Scientists also found evidence of possible microbial life on Mars
and water on the Moon

their impact https://t.co/SROEKOSLey pic.twitter.com/goBEjkwwmx

— alex (@alex_abads) October 26, 2020

Oh, also, some Israeli former security chief said there's a confederation of aliens waiting for

us to get cool enough to join the club, and that Trump knows about them. ķ

Let's be real, though: 2020 made all our brains smooth, proved that nothing is real, and we

all live in a simulation anyway. 2021 here we come baby!

UPDATE: Dec. 21, 2020, 1:03 p.m. PST This article was republished on Dec. 21, 2020

with new information from July through December. It was originally published on July 4,

2020. 
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